HDL remodelled in hypercholesterolemic blood induce epigenetically driven downregulation of endothelial HIF-1α expression in a preclinical animal model.
High-density lipoproteins(HDL) are circulating micelles that transport proteins, lipids and miRNAs. HDL-transported miRNAs(HDL-miRNA) have lately received attention but their effects on vascular cells are not fully understood. Additionally, whether cardiovascular risk factors affect HDL-transported miRNAs levels and miRNA transfer to recipient cells remains equally poorly known. Here we have investigated the changes induced by hypercholesterolemia on HDL-miRNA levels and its effect on recipient endothelial cells. Pigs were kept on a high-fat diet(HC; n = 10) or a normocholesterolemic chow (NC;n=10) for 10days reaching cholesterol levels of 321.0[229.7-378.5] mg/dL and 74.0[62.5-80.2] mg/dL, respectively. HDL particles were isolated, purified and quantified. HDL-miRNA profiling (n = 149miRNAs) of HC- and NC- HDLs was performed by multipanel qPCR. Cell cultures of porcine aortic endothelial cells (ECs) were used to determine whether HDL-transported miRNAs were delivered to ECs. Potential target genes modulated by miRNAs were identified by bioinformatics and candidate miRNAs were validated by molecular analysis. In vivo effects in the coronary arteries of normocholesterolemic swine administered HC- or NC- HDLs were analyzed. Among the HDL-miRNAs, four were found in different amounts in HC- and NC- HDL (p < 0.05). MiR-126-5p and-3p and miR-30b-5p(2.7x,1.7x and1.3x, respectively) were found in higher levels and miR-103a-3p and miR-let-7g-5p(-1.6x,-1.4x, respectively) in lower levels in HC-HDL. MiR-126-5p and -3p were transferred from HC-HDL to EC (2.5x; p < 0.05), but not from NC-HDL, by a SRB1-mediated mechanism. Bioinformatics revealed that HIF1α was the miR-126 target gene with the highest predictive value, which was accordingly found to be markedly reduced in HC-HDL-treated ECs and in miR126 mimic transfected ECs. In vivo validation confirmed that HIF1α was diminished in the coronary endothelial layer of NC pigs administered HC-HDL vs those administered NC-HDL (p < 0.05). Hypercholesterolemia induces changes in the miRNA content of HDL enhancing miR126 and its delivery to endothelial cells with the consequent downregulation of its target gene HIF1α. Clinical trials aimed at increasing HDL-cholesterol in secondary prevention have resulted disappointing. Furthermore, studies have reported on the negative impact of cardiovascular disease on HDL composition and function. The structural/functional changes that suffer HDL particles under cardiovascular co-morbid pathological conditions need to be investigated because they render them dysfunctional and even deleterious. We evidence that diet-induced hypercholesterolemia (the most prevalent cardiovascular risk factor) alters HDL miRNA signature and these altered miRNAs directly affect vascular homeostasis, adversely regulating the vascular response. Identifying the remodelling changes affecting HDL particles due to pathological conditions will open new avenues for therapeutic intervention.